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Extend functional test cases for copying data

2015-11-05 11:49 - Oliver Hader

Status: Closed Start date: 2015-11-05

Priority: Should have Due date:  

Assignee: Oliver Hader % Done: 100%

Category: Tests Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: next-patchlevel   

TYPO3 Version: 6.2 Complexity:  

PHP Version: 5.5 Sprint Focus:  

Tags:    

Description

The workspaces functional test cases are extended with combined draft and live actions on copying record data. This task is first to

add the tests. Thus, the assertions contain issues that are solved in a separate issue - which can be visualized and proven then.

Associated revisions

Revision c9e22f04 - 2015-11-05 12:37 - Oliver Hader

[TASK] Extend functional test cases for copying data

The workspaces functional test cases are extended with combined

draft and live actions on copying record data. This task is to

add the tests first. Thus, the assertions contain flaws that

are solved in a separate issue - which can be visualized and

proven then.

Resolves: #71342

Releases: master, 6.2

Change-Id: I85787a410f4e6260528a89491537e243842a405a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/44546

Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>

Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>

Revision 12fc7a3b - 2015-11-05 12:37 - Oliver Hader

[TASK] Extend functional test cases for copying data

The workspaces functional test cases are extended with combined

draft and live actions on copying record data. This task is to

add the tests first. Thus, the assertions contain flaws that

are solved in a separate issue - which can be visualized and

proven then.

Resolves: #71342

Releases: master, 6.2

Change-Id: I85787a410f4e6260528a89491537e243842a405a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/44548

Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>

Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>

History

#1 - 2015-11-05 11:51 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/44546

#2 - 2015-11-05 12:23 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/44546
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#3 - 2015-11-05 12:24 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-2 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/44548

#4 - 2015-11-05 12:37 - Oliver Hader

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset c9e22f04336085a06c8e951e2a2c3cde5d21da5f.

#5 - 2018-10-02 11:29 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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